
Individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are generally very visual learners.  We 
can capitalize on their visual strengths by relying mostly on visual vs. verbal means for con-
veying and teaching concepts and information.  One easy way to use visuals for teaching 
is to create a sorting task.  

Sorting tasks consist of cards or items to be sorted and a couple (generally 2 or 3) of com-
partments (i.e., envelopes, bowls, containers or bins) into which the cards/items will be 
placed.  Each compartment is labeled with a picture and/or word indicating what should 
be placed in it.  Sorting tasks can be used to teach concepts as concrete as shapes and col-
ors or as abstract as social expectations.  With a more concrete concepts (such as shapes), 
individuals can match the picture in their hands with the picture located on the relevant 
compartment to help them learn to focus on the differences between the items.  With 
a more abstract concept (such as socially appropriate behavior), the compartments are 
generally are labeled “yes”/“no”, “nice”/”not nice”, or something similarly distinct.   As 
individuals physically place each card into the labeled compartments, they can create a 
visual memory of each behavior as positive or negative, thus making an abstract concept 
much more concrete.  

To Make:
1. Separate sorting compartments can be created for each set of cards used or, if neces-
sary, the sorting task structure can be re-used by using Velcro on the areas and area
labels and swapping them out as necessary and relevant to the sorting task at hand.
2.
3. Decide what skill to focus on and how many sorting compartments are needed (gen-
erally 2-3).
4. Decide what types of sorting compartments to use.  Whatever you have available will
generally work (e.g., bowls, plates, envelopes, soap boxes, or other containers or bins).
5. Create labels for the sorting compartments.  Use the templates provided here or cre-
ate your own.  Remember to place a label on the outside of each container that high-
lights the differences in the compartments.  When focused on concrete skills, the com-
partment labels are generally easy to create (e.g., circles, squares, triangles; red, blue,
yellow; big, little).  For more abstract skills, labels may say “things we do” and  “things
we don’t do”, “yes”/”no”, or something similar.
6. Create the sorting cards.  Use the templates provided here or create your own.  Be
sure to have examples that will be sorted into each bin.

Sorting Tasks

Materials provided are samples only! 
They may need to be individualized to meet the particular needs of 

a person with an ASD!

How-To Templates
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To Use Board Game Visual Rules:
1. Explain the task to the individual (e.g., “We’re going to think about what to do when we first see someone.”; “We’re
going to look at some shapes”)
2. Provide the individual with a stack of cards or actual items that represent the possible choices and encourage him/
her to sort each one  into the appropriate bin.  Initially, it may help to have someone hand the cards or items to the
individual one at a time but this prompting should be faded quickly to allow the individual to sort through them inde-
pendently.

Samples

circles squares triangles 

ball koosh ball pizza tire 

pizza slice party hat funnel roof 

blocks house juice box sand box 
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How-To Template: Sorting TaskHANDS in Autism

circles squares triangles

things friends do things friends don’t do 
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apple cookies turkey taco 

sandwich banana shirt raincoat 

pants skirt sweatshirt running shoes 


